Besides monitoring the bright star β Pic during the near transit event for its giant exoplanet, the β Pictoris b Ring (bRing) observatories at Siding Springs Observatory, Australia and Sutherland, South Africa have monitored the brightnesses of bright stars (V 4-8 mag) centered on the south celestial pole (δ ≤ -30
INTRODUCTION
Over the past two decades, several wide-field, groundand space-based surveys have contributed countless hours of observations in the night sky (e.g., KELT, MASCARA, NASA's Kepler and K2 Space missions: Pepper et al. 2007; Talens et al. 2017a; Borucki et al. 2010; Howell et al. 2014) . The primary goal of these surveys has been the discovery of exoplanets, with each having a number of significant successes (e.g., Oberst et al. 2017; Talens et al. 2017b) . A secondary result from these surveys has been the discovery and characterization of variable stars (e.g., Collins et al. 2018; Burggraaff et al. 2018) .
Variable stars form the corner stone of much of the knowledge about our universe such as asteroseismology (e.g., Zwintz et al. 2014a; Zwintz et al. 2014b) , stellar gyrochronology and rotation (e.g., Hartman et al. 2010; Gallet & Bouvier 2013; Cargile et al. 2014; , classical Cepheids as standard candles for distance (e.g., Groenewegen 2018) , and eclipsing systems (e.g., Moe & Kratter 2018; Collins et al. 2018) . In addition to the exoplanet surveys, ded-icated variable star observatories and online catalogues have fueled research in these areas (e.g., ASAS, AAVSO, ASAS-SN, OGLE: Pojmanski 2002; Watson et al. 2006; Shappee et al. 2014; Udalski et al. 2008) . Physical properties of stellar systems can be constrained from the period and amplitude of the observed variability, such as the composite sinusoidal variability observed in the δ Scuti star β Pictoris (Mékarnia et al. 2017; Zwintz et al. 2019) .
In 2017, the β Pictoris b Ring (bRing) instruments (located in South Africa and Australia) were constructed and brought online to observe the 2017-2018 transit of the β Pictoris b Hill sphere Mellon et al. 2019a; Kalas et al. 2019) . While observing β Pictoris, bRing captured nearly continuous photometry of 10,000+ bright stars (V ∼ 4-8 mag) in the southern sky (δ ≤ -30
• ). In addition to the study of the β Pictoris b Hill sphere, the bRing survey has contributed the discovery of δ Scuti pulsations in the A1V star HD 156623 (Mellon et al. 2019b) , the study of β Pictoris' δ Scuti pulsations (Zwintz et al. 2019) , and the discovery of the retrograde hot Jupiter MASCARA-4 b/bRing-1 b .
In this work, we took a similar approach to the MAS-CARA survey of the northern sky (Burggraaff et al. 2018) and searched for periodic variations in the bRing data. This survey was also sensitive to evidence of transiting circumplanetary systems like "J1407" (V1400 Cen; Mamajek et al. 2012) , or other circumsecondary disks, however, none were found. Section 2 of this work describes the data from both the South African bRing (bRing-SA) and Australian bRing (bRing-AU) stations. Section 3 details the analysis used to identify and characterize both the regular and irregular variables in the data. Section 4 provides tables and discussion of each type of variable found in cross-correlation with the VSX catalogue (Watson et al. 2006 ) and others.
DATA
The data in this work were collected between 2017 June and 2019 January by the bRing-SA and bRing-AU stations. Each station had two stationary cameras; one camera faced southeast (Az = 150
• ; SAE and AUE) and the other southwest (Az = 230
• ; SAW and AUW). Each camera had an FLI 4008 × 2672 pixel CCD and f = 1.4mm Canon wide-angle lens, which resulted in a total field of view of 74
• × 53
• with a pointing optimized for β Pictoris (δ -53 • ). Exposure times were alternated between 6.4s and 2.54s; these were subsequently co-added and binned to 5 minute samplings and saved to disk Talens et al. 2018 ).
Due to bRing's large pixel size (∼1 arcmin
2 ), blending was a significant issue for bRing. Blending was evaluated by comparing the relative brightnesses of stars located within the same bRing inner aperture (radius = 2.5') as the target star (nearby stars evaluated with the ASCC catalogue; Kharchenko 2001 ). For stars with previously known variability, blending was ignored if the original period was detected, but considered if a second period was detected or dominated the expected period. If a second period dominated the expected period in a blended star, the star was reanalyzed at the original expected period. If a star showed signs of variability in our light curves and had been previously unidentified as a variable in other surveys, blending was required to be 0 to be considered a detection. Ultimately, 16762 stars were analyzed for this work. The stars listed in this work as new variables had no evidence of blending in their light curves.
On average, a star had observations spanning over 300 days (each star ideally received 21 hours of continuous coverage per day); the average star had ∼ 20,000 five minute binned data points over the entire observing window combined from all 4 cameras. More information on the bRing observing strategy and data calibration can be found in Stuik et al. (2017) ; Talens et al. (2018) . In conjunction with this work, the camera .FITS files for each star (as described in Stuik et al. 2017) were published in a Zenodo repository (Mellon et al. 2019) .
In interpreting the nature of the variability, BV photometry was drawn from the ASCC-2.5 catalog (Kharchenko 2001 ) and spectral types were drawn from the literature, with most types taken from the Michigan Spectral Survey of classifications from objective-prism plates (Houk & Cowley 1975; Houk 1978 Houk , 1982 . Houk et al. (1997) has shown that for V < 8 mag stars classified as dwarf luminosity class in the Michigan Spectral Survey, for a given 2D spectral type the intrinsic color spread rms in B − V is ∼0.03-0.04 mag and the intrinsic spread in absolute V magnitudes is ∼0.4-0.5 mag, with distributions suggesting negligible contamination by more evolved giants and supergiants. The Michigan classifications for the variable stars have quality flags of 1 (61.6%), 2 (28.9%), 3 (7.0%), 4 (0.6%), with the 93% flagged as quality 1 and 2 considered the "higherquality" classifications (Houk 1978; Houk et al. 1997 ).
ANALYSIS
The 5 minute binned data points from bRing were automatically calibrated and detrended for temporal and spatial effects from the observations (e.g., clouds, intrapixel variations; Stuik et al. 2017; Talens et al. 2018) . Using an internal custom pipeline detailed in Mellon et al. (2019b) , these data were downloaded from the bRing server and further detrended for sidereal and lunar systematics as well as astrometric and color systematics. This routine also includes a Barycentric correction. In addition to the detrending from previous works, we attempted to preserve the ansatz period prior to detrending by including an additional step adopted from Burggraaff et al. (2018) . The data for each star from each of the 4 bRing cameras were treated individually and then median-combined after detrending.
Identifying the Ansatz Period
The time series photometry data was analyzed using the reduction pipeline previously used and described in Mellon et al. (2019b) , with a modification based on the study by Burggraaff et al. (2018) . The step adopted from Burggraaff et al. (2018) to improve upon the process from Mellon et al. (2019b) was the initial identification and removal of an ansatz period from the data prior to detrending. The goal of this step was to preserve any real and significant periods from being affected by the detrending process. To find the ansatz period, a normalized Lomb-Scargle periodogram (Scargle 1982; Press et al. 1992 ) was generated using the astropy (The Astropy Collaboration et al. 2018) library. Next, a Python routine was written using tools available in the scipy (Jones et al. 2001-) , numpy (Stfan van der Walt & Varoquaux 2011), and astropy packages to identify the strongest periods in the periodogram. These periods were then compared to the well-studied sidereal and lunar systematics present in the bRing data (the origins of these systematics and methods for removing them are thoroughly discussed in Stuik et al. 2017; Talens et al. 2018; Burggraaff et al. 2018; Mellon et al. 2019b ). The strongest period that was not within 5% of one of these systematics (or the corresponding harmonics and aliases to order 5) was accepted as the ansatz period, fit with a sine, and removed from the lightcurve. This information was stored and was added back in after detrending.
Detrending and Measurement of Variable Star Parameters
The detrending routine used after the removal of ansatz period is described in Mellon et al. (2019b) and is summarized in this work. First, an astrometric correction was applied to remove data points that deviated > 3σ from the mean path of the star on the CCD. Then, the time-series was adjusted to the Barycentric reference frame and a second-order CCD color correction was applied to the data. The best ansatz signal was then determined and temporarily removed from the data. Next, a median-binning routine was used to significantly reduce the strength of the lunar and sidereal systematic signals.
After detrending, the ansatz signal was added back into the light curve and a composite light curve was generated from the 4 camera light curves using a medianalignment. A new periodogram was calculated from this composite light curve. Finally, a plot of the composite light curve, a periodogram, and a phase-folded light curve on the most-likely variability period was generated for analysis. These plots were used to identify variables in the data by eye. An example is plotted in Figure 1 for the δ Scuti HD 156623. The plots generated for this work were included in the same Zenodo repository as the data (Mellon et al. 2019) . The measurements and information used to construct the tables of variable stars (see §4) were also generated. The best periods for variables were taken directly from the composite light curve periodograms and verified by comparing measurements from the 4 independent camera data sets. A previously unseen frequency was accepted if it was detected in at least one camera from each site. Uncertainties for the frequencies were measured from the standard deviation in the detected frequencies; amplitude uncertainties were calculated using methods from Montgomery & Odonoghue (1999) . We compared the Montgomery & Odonoghue (1999) frequency uncertainty measurements to the measurements from using the 4 camera data sets and found the uncertainties were typically underestimated by a factor of ∼5. This is expected as the uncertainties from Montgomery & Odonoghue (1999) were noted in their work as lower limits on the errors in these measurements. and their beats and aliases. The noise floor of the plot is at a probability density of ∼10 −4 . It is worth noting the low frequency systematics are at least an order of magnitude stronger than the high frequency systematics, which are themselves an order of magnitude stronger than the noise floor.
The strongest periodogram frequencies from the stars in this study were used to identify remaining low frequency (f < 1.5 d −1 ) and high frequency (f > 1.5 d −1 ) false positives due to systematics in the bRing system. To do this, a density plot of the strongest frequencies was generated with bin sizes of 0.01 d −1 (Figure 2 ). The left panel focuses on the low frequency false positives, which have been discussed thoroughly in Stuik et al. (2017) ; Talens et al. (2018) ; Burggraaff et al. (2018) ; Mellon et al. (2019b) . The high frequency systematics were observed to be more numerous and scattered, but are weaker by a factor of ∼10 compared to the low frequency systematics and are roughly a factor of 10 above the noise floor ( 10 −4 ) of the plot. Possible sources include the 288 d −1 (5 minute) sampling frequency of bRing and its beats/aliases and electromagnetic interference within bRing. The bRing detrending routines are continuing to be internally developed to minimize the effects of these dominating systematics.
The low frequency systematics posed the largest problem due to the majority of the variables in this survey having real frequencies in this regime. They are clearly dominated by the sidereal cycle and its aliases; the large peaks that pick up around 0.167 d is due to the ansatz routine not picking up frequencies at that harmonic. We were careful when reporting frequencies as real when they were within 0.1 d −1 of these frequencies. For example, if independent evidence of variability existed for these frequencies near a systematic (e.g., the eclipsing binary V397 Pup with a 3.00402 day period; Watson et al. 2006) , they were accepted as real. However, potential new variables could have been missed due to the lack of a sophisticated means of independent verification or imperfections in the detrending or ansatz routines. The high frequency systematics were only applicable to the δ Scuti candidates due to their high frequency regime, however, the systematics were not an issue for the δ Scuti primary frequencies detected in this study.
Performance Analysis
The sample from this study was also used to study the performance of bRing. In Figure 3 , the rms for each post-detrending star was plotted in gray against the catalogue magnitude of the star. For each camera, ∼14% of the stars performed better than 1% and ∼70% stars performed better than 2% (dashed line). The results here are similar to the results from Talens et al. (2017a Talens et al. ( , 2018 .
By visual inspection, it is clear that a combined noise floor (plotted as a horizontal dot-dash line in Figure 3) exists in all 4 cameras at an rms of about 0.005. The region brighter than V 5.5 mag is dominated by this combined noise floor term. Contributing terms to this noise floor include scintillation noise (estimated to be around 10 −4 at both sites via Young's approximation : Young 1967; Osborn et al. 2015) , noise contributed from the calibration and detrending, as well as other noise sources such as read noise and dark current. This noise floor level matches the expected photometric precision for bright stars in bRing, indicating that the detrending routine used in this work was successful Talens et al. 2017a Talens et al. , 2018 . The fainter region was dominated by the shot noise and sky noise contributions. Overall, bRing performed as expected at the bright end and performed well for stars at the faint end, which made a complete survey of all the stars in the bRing data possible despite lingering systematics.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
We detected 353 variable stars in the bRing survey. We used the VSX 1 catalogue, Vizier 2 , and SIMBAD 3 web services to identify previously known or candidate variables (Watson et al. 2006; Ochsenbein et al. 2000; Wenger et al. 2000) . The periods reported for previously known variables were then compared to the periods detected with bRing. Stars that had no mention as variable stars in these databases, or suspected variables that did not have quoted periods in any source, are reported here as new periodic variables. Of the 284 previously known variables in this survey, the bRing periods were found to be consistent for 62% of the stars. The majority of the inconsistent periods were δ Scutis or long period variables. bRing could simply be detecting a more significant period or alias for the δ Scutis due to their multi-periodic nature that requires further study to disentangle (out of the scope of this work). The long period variables typically had low precision measurements of the period, leading to the inconsistencies observed between previous measurements and bRing measurements. bRing detected 71 variables that had not been previously flagged as known or candidate variables (including the 17 irregular variables observed by bRing). bRing was also able to reclassify four stars based on their newly measured period, light curve shape, and spectral classification. The remainder of the stars showed no detectable or independent signs of variability down to the ∼1 mmag level. These stars are tabulated by variable classification in the following subsections.
The color-absolute magnitude positions of the 353 variable stars are plotted in Figure 4 . The different types of variables are symbol coded with respect to the tables they inhabit in §4. Previously known variables are outlined in black while newly identified variables are solid black. For the 4 stars reclassified in this work, a small black star was placed on top of their respective symbol. The SIMBAD service was queried for Johnson BV photometry (Perryman & ESA 1997; Kharchenko 2001) , Galactic coordinates l and b, and in the vast majority of cases, either a Gaia DR2 or Hipparcos parallaxes Brown et al. 2018; van Leeuwen 2007) . We queried the most recent 3D reddening maps from the STILISM 4 program to de-redden the (B − V ) colors (Capitanio et al. 2017; Lallement et al. 2018) . Following Mellon et al. (2019b) , we adopted the ratio of total to selective extinction to be A V /E(B − V ) 3.07 + 0.167 (B − V ) o , which is an adequate approximation over the intrinsic color interval -0.32 < (B − V ) o < 1.5. Solar composition PARSEC isochrones (Bressan et al. 2012; Marigo et al. 2017) were overlayed for several ages; these were generated using the CMD 3.3 Input tool 5 . The color-absolute magnitude parameters calculated for Figure 4 are tabulated in Table 10 (Bressan et al. 2012; Marigo et al. 2017) . Two of the stars had reddening values that placed them outside the scope of this plot; these stars were not plotted in order to better focus on the majority of the stars HD 85871 ((B − V )0 = 2.32, MV = -3.45) and HD 30551 ((B − V )0 = 2.63, MV = -3.99). Another star (HD 69342) was not included since a distance could not be determined for this star. References-(1) Houk & Cowley (1975) , (2) Houk (1982) , (3) Houk (1978) .
A total of 47 previously classified Cepheid variables detected with bRing have well-defined periods in the VSX catalogue. These are tabulated in Table 1 , which includes identification information about each star, the primary bRing period and amplitude, and the reported VSX period. This structure is used for tables throughout this paper. The primary frequencies recovered by bRing agreed with all of the fundamental modes reported in the VSX catalogue. A future study of Cepheids in bRing could yield fainter frequency modes present in their power spectrum and help identify the Blažhko effect if present (Blažko 1907) . Based on their CMD position (Figure 4) , two of the stars are unusual for Cepheids; we reclassify them:
HD 132247 (ASAS J145955-4957.9) is a A0IV star (Houk 1978) classified in VSX as both a first-overtone classical Cepheid and an α 2 Canum Venaticorum (ACV) (Sitek & Pojmański 2014) . This is a poorly studied star that does show an 8 mmag pulsation at a period of 2.123 d. There are other modes present in the star's periodogram, however, nothing is indicative of it being a classical Cepheid in addition to its spectral classification. Although its period could indicate this is an ACV variable, a lack of spectral observations to identify chemical peculiarities and spectral line intensity variations make it challenging to unambiguously classify.
One possible variable classification is a δ Scuti. Although the luminosity class of the star suggests it lies beyond the blue edge of the instability strip (Breger & Pamyatnykh 1998) , its position in Figure 4 ((B − V ) 0 = 0.13, M V = 1.40) is on top of the other δ Scutis in this study. In addition, δ Scutis have been shown to exist blueward of this theoretical limit (Bowman & Kurtz 2018; Mellon et al. 2019b) . Therefore, the classical Cepheid designation should be removed. The ACV designation should also be changed due to lack of a detailed spectral study. It is reasonable to suggest that this star is actually a δ Scuti based on its CMD position and multiple pulsation modes present in its periodogram.
HD 136633 (ASAS J152459-6156.7) is a B3V star (Houk & Cowley 1975) classified as a fundamentalmode classical Cepheid in VSX (from Sitek & Pojmański 2014) . The periodogram does reveal multiple modes present, however, the B3V spectral classification means this star astrophysically is unlikely to be a classical Cepheid, however it is more likely to be a β Cephei (BCEP) or slowly pulsating B-type (SPB) star. This agrees with its position on the CMD (Figure 4: (B −V ) 0 = -0.12, M V = -2.00). The modes present in this star appear to better fit the description of an SPB and should be reclassified as such (Miglio et al. 2007; De Cat 2007) .
Eclipsing Binaries and the O'Connell effect
We detected 120 eclipsing binaries (EBs) in the bRing dataset. For most of these EBs, the periodogram revealed the half period (the phase-folded light curve showed the primary and secondary eclipses overlapping) as the dominating sinusoidal component. When a potential EB was found, the periodogram was re-scanned in a window around double the original period to find the true period. For a few EBs, this was not true and the correct period was searched for manually. The known EBs were discussed in §4.2.1 and tabulated in Table  2 similarly to the Cepheids. Periods from Rimoldini et al. (2012) were used in place of missing VSX periods where available. Three new EBs are discussed in §4.2.2 and summarized in Table 3 . Eighteen of the bRing EB light curves also showed evidence of the O'Connell effect (O'Connell 1951) , and these are discussed in §4.2.3 and their parameters are summarized in Table 4 . References-(1) Houk & Cowley (1975) , (2) Hube (1970) , (9) Buscombe (1969) , (10) Levato (1975) , (11) Garrison et al. (1977) .
Previously Identified Eclipsing Binaries
For the 117 variable stars previously classified as EBs, the measured periods were compared to the values listed in the VSX catalogue. The periods we measured with bRing agreed with 95 (∼81%) of the periods reported in VSX within 1%. There were 9 stars (∼7%) whose bRing periods were double the VSX period, but for which we confirmed the bRing periods by visual inspection of the phase-folded light curve (DV Gru, BR Ind, V452 Car, HD 66623, HD 205877, HD 56910, V376 Pup, HR Lup, R Ara). For 8 stars (∼7%) a different period was detected that reproduces the eclipse structure whereas the VSX period does not (V361 Pup, HD 70999, V360 Pup, V2509 Sgr, V661 Car, HD 16589, NO Pup, HD 203244). There were also 5 stars (∼5%) whose bRing periods recovered the eclipsing structure at half the reported VSX period (DE Mic, HD 129094, X Car, V535 Ara, V831 Cen). We further discuss a couple notable cases: HD 70999 and HD 203244. References-(1) Houk (1978) , (2) Houk & Cowley (1975) .
HD 70999: Unfortunately, the VSX period for this star was near one of the strong, low-frequency bRing systematic false positives (see §3.3). The light curve also seemed to be missing the eclipses for ∼25% of the observations. When phase-folding on the VSX period of 2.99250 d, the phase-folded light curve showed the dip broken up into three segments with no clear eclipse structure. When bRing data were phase-folded to 1.9952 d, 2 dips were recovered, but no clear eclipse structure was seen. Due to this lack of data in bRing, the period for this eclipsing system was not accurately determined.
HD 203244 was classified as an Algol eclipsing binary (EA) in both the VSX catalog and Rimoldini et al. (2012) , with the latter reporting an unusually long period of 833.29734 d. We detect in the bRing photometry a very strong period at 12.77751 d, however the phase-folded light curve at this period is shallow and does not show a secondary eclipse as expected from an EA. Phase-folding on the half or double period did not reveal additional structure. HD 203244 is most likely an ellipsoidal variable based on the period and shape of the phase-folded light curve.
New Eclipsing Binaries
Three new eclipsing binaries were identified and their phase-folded light curves are shown in Figure 5 . To better identify the orbital periods for these new eclipsing binaries, a BLS routine adopted from other works in this group was used (e.g., Talens et al. 2017b; Dorval et al. 2019) .
HD 77669: This is a B9III/IV star (Houk 1978 ) with V magnitude 8.11 (Perryman & ESA 1997) and parallax = 1.9553 ± 0.0514 mas, corresponding to distance d = 511 ± 13 pc (Gaia DR2 5331845690580305920; Brown et al. 2018 ). We detect a strong period of 7.70766 d with a primary eclipse depth of 0.18 mag and a secondary eclipse depth of 0.15 mag. The star is fairly faint for bRing, and transits are seen of depth >0.15 mag depth, however we can not accurately measure the depths of the primary or secondary eclipses.
HD 142049 (HR 5900): HD 142049 is catalogued in VSX as a suspected variable (NSV 7318). The Washington Double Star catalog (Mason et al. 2019) reports HD 142049 as a 4 .8 binary with V magnitudes of 5.91 and 8.36, and the common motion and parallax of the pair is obvious in Gaia DR2 (Gaia DR2 5833110434699732352 and Gaia DR2 5833110434673386240; Brown et al. 2018) . The Gaia DR2 parallaxes are 18.1136 ± 0.0678 mas and 18.1238 ± 0.0445 mas for A and B, respectively, showing the resolved pair to be at distance 55.2 pc. The spectral types of the components are a matter of some contention, with Houk & Cowley (1975) reporting components of type G5II/III and A3, noting that there is "slight possibility there is a Am or Fm star component", and Corbally (1984) reporting types of kA3hF3mF4 for the primary and F9.5V for the secondary. The bRing data show that the unresolved light from the system is consistent with a grazing eclipsing binary with period 13.22062 day, with primary eclipse depth 0.050 mag and secondary eclipse depth of 0.045 mag. The binary must have a fairly eccentric orbit as the eclipses are only 0.3 phase apart.
HD 155781: This V = 7.43 star has spectral type A3IV/V (Houk & Cowley 1975; Perryman & ESA 1997) and parallax 3.9861 ± 0.0561 mas, corresponding to distance d = 250.9 ± 3.5 pc (Gaia DR2 5913908252773468928; Brown et al. 2018 ). We detect a strong signal at a period of 13.08670 days which appears to correspond to the orbital period of an eclipsing binary with primary dips of 0.10 mag and secondary dips of 0.08 mag.
The O'Connell Effect
This survey searched for evidence of the O'Connell effect in all of the W UMa and β Lyr EBs in this data set. In W UMa and β Lyr EBs, the O'Connell effect is observed as an asymmetry in the maximum brightness in between the primary and secondary eclipses, i.e., the maximum before the primary eclipse is fainter than the maximum before the secondary eclipse (O'Connell 1951) . The underlying physical mechanism is not well (Pribulla et al. 2003 (Pribulla et al. , 2011 Burggraaff et al. 2018 ).
The O'Connell effect was detected in 18 of the bRing EBs, which have been tabulated in Table 4 . The differences between the maxima was considered significant if it exceeded 3σ A where σ A is the uncertainty in the amplitude of the EB. Only two of the EBs in this table (TY Men (Nagy 1985; Pribulla et al. 2011 ) and TU Mus (Terrell et al. 2003) have been noted in the literature as having evidence of asymmetry in their light curves. The other 16 have likely been missed due to the faint effect observed in bRing and possible variability of the effect (Wilsey & Beaky 2009 ) masking the asymmetry in previous studies. 
δ Scuti Variables
We detected 66 δ Scuti variables in the bRing dataset, 26 of which are candidates which had not been previously reported as detected pulsators. For the 40 previously known δ Scutis, we report only the strongest frequency in the bRing light curve. The previously published frequencies for the δ Scuti variables in Table 5 are from VSX by default, however if one was not listed in VSX, we cite additional sources (Rimoldini et al. 2012; Rodríguez et al. 2000; Mellon et al. 2019b ). The reported periods for 22 (55%) of the δ Scuti variables in Table 5 do not match those reported in previous studies. All of the δ Scutis are very tightly bound with their positions on the CMD (Figure 4 ; this is useful for confirming the new δ Scutis candidates by inspection. The bright δ Scuti variable β Pictoris itself was not included in this work since the bRing data for β Pictoris were recently published and analyzed in Zwintz et al. (2019) . The mismatches may be due to a variety of reasons including aliasing or the presence of multiple modes, however, the star θ Tuc had an additional feature in its periodogram that is not δ Scuti in nature.
HD 3112 (θ Tuc): θ Tuc is a well-studied δ Scuti that is also a well-studied binary system (e.g., Cousins & Lagerweij 1971; Stobie & Shobbrook 1976; Kurtz 1980; Bos 1994; Sterken 1997; De Mey et al. 1998) . The primary pulsation reported in the VSX catalogue is 20.28068 d −1 , which agrees with prior observations (Cousins & Lagerweij 1971; Stobie & Shobbrook 1976; Kurtz 1980; Liakos & Niarchos 2017) . However, the dominant period detected by bRing is 0.28165 d −1 , which is reported in Table 5 . This pulsation has been previously identified as orbital motion associated with the binary nature of the system (0. Sterken 1997; De Mey et al. 1998) . A search of the bRing periodogram around the expected δ Scuti frequencies recovers a primary δ Scuti frequency of 17.06312 d −1 . The 26 new candidate δ Scuti variables all had faint primary pulsation amplitudes of <10.5 mmag, with the exception of HD 216743, and they all had brightnesses in the range V 6.5 -8.3, and are reported in Table 6 (showing the primary pulsation frequency as seen by bRing). Most of the newly discovered δ Scuti variables in the bRing survey were in the faint end of the magnitude range for the instrument (V < 6.5); the two brighter candidates were HD 171819 (V = 5.84) and HD 189951 (V = 5.25) (Kharchenko & Roeser 2009) . Further analysis of the frequencies detected with the bRing time series photometry for the previously discovered and newly discovered δ Scuti variables is encouraged and out of the scope of this work.
The star HD 140566 (included in Table 7) References-(1) Gray & Garrison (1989) , (2) Houk (1982) , (3) Gray & Garrison (1987) , (4) Houk (1978) , (5) Houk & Cowley (1975) , (6) Paunzen et al. (2001) , (7) Gray et al. (2017) , (8) Paunzen & Duffee (1996) , (9) Boss (1937) . References-(1) Houk & Cowley (1975) , (2) Houk (1982) , (3) Houk (1978) .
Other Variables
In addition to the variables discussed in the previous sections, bRing detected evidence of periodic pulsations representing several different 'other' classes of variability including ellipsoidal variables (ELLs), rotation periods (ROT), β Cepheids (BCEPs), among others. bRing was particularly sensitive to low-amplitude (typically 10 mmag) slowly pulsating B stars (SPBs) and long period variables (LPVs). In Table 7 , we list 80 stars previously classified as variables in the VSX catalog along with their VSX and bRing variability parameters, and classification in the VSX catalog (last column). We discuss some of these stars further in §4.4.1 if the period of a non-LPV star detected with bRing was significantly different than a previously published period or if the periodogram revealed new additional periods of interest. In Table 8 , a list of new period detections or variable classifications are provided for 25 stars using this system based on their spectral and pulsation properties and light curve shapes, and these stars are discussed further in §4.4.2.
Previously Known Variables
In comparing the periods determined using bRing data to those listed in either VSX or Rimoldini et al. (2012) , we find that only 20 of the 80 (25%) had completely different periods. We discuss the ones that showed period differences in this section.
bRing was able to provide more precise period measurements for 5 of the LPV, SR, and SRD stars. Five of these stars had completely different periods from the low precision periods reported in VSX or Rimoldini et al. (2012) .
HD 177171 (ρ Tel): For the young F5V HD 177171, we detect a strong periodicity of 1.55258 d. However, Rimoldini et al. (2012) quote a period of 0.71187 day, and VSX reports a period of 4.73687 day from Koen & Eyer (2002) . Both estimates are based on the sparse Hipparcos time series photometry (∼70 data points), whereas the bRing dataset has >10 2 more points and dense cov-erage. We do not detect significant peaks at the periods reported by either Rimoldini et al. (2012) Table 7 because the expected shape of an ELL variable is recovered at this period versus the sinusoid expected from a sidereal alias (hence we believe the periodicity to be real).
HD 172416 and HD 189631: The γ Dor-type stars HD 172416 and HD 189631 both had different periods in bRing than they have reported in VSX. For HD 172416, the reported VSX period is 0.99787 d, which is close to the primary sidereal systematic. If this was a real signal in bRing, it could not be recovered due to the proximity to this dominant systematic. The 0.59900 d signal for HD 172416 was not recovered at all in the bRing periodogram and the detrending routine should not affect this period. The periodogram for this star revealed the primary period of 0.70578 d as well as additional significant periods that could be useful for future analysis.
V946 Cen, HD 116862, and V846 Ara: There were several Be stars detected by bRing. bRing measured a different period for the stars V946 Cen, HD 116862, and V846 Ara compared to that reported in VSX; these three stars also happen to be γ Cas (GCAS) variables, which are known to be irregularly variable on the order of a decade. The time between the study of Rimoldini et al. (2012) and bRing (∼ 5 -7 years) could be enough time for periods to drift, causing the differences in observed periods. bRing's long baseline could also be a factor, picking up underlying shifts. In particular, V946 Cen and HD 116862 both show two dominant periods while V846 Ara only shows a single dominant period at 0.43861 d.
The RS CVn (RS) variables hosted the most discrepancies between observed bRing periods and prior studies. bRing detected completely different periods for ρ Tel, HD 201247, and HD 209234; bRing detected near half the original period for HD 56142.
bRing detected 26 slowly pulsating B-type (SPB) stars (including 4 new ones from §4.4.2 and the reclassified classical Cepheid HD 136633 from §4.1). These stars are characterized by their spectral type, location near the main-sequence (as observed for this sample in Figure 4) , and periods ranging from just short of a day to several days (Miglio et al. 2007; De Cat 2007) . They are also known to exhibit multiple oscillations in their light curves (Miglio et al. 2007 ) and have even co-exhibited BCEP pulsations in a few rare cases (De Cat 2007) .
The periodograms for all of the SPB variables were individually inspected for multiple periods or shorter periods that may indicate BCEP pulsations similar to the stars from (De Cat 2007) . In general, the previously observed SPB variables showed multiple independent periods in their periodograms and bRing detected different primary periods for HD 85871 and HD 159041. Further analysis of the SPB stars detected with bRing is beyond the scope of this work.
HD 140566: The final star that showed a different period than the reported VSX period was HD 140566 (previously discussed in §4.3). bRing detects a period at 0.08783 d whereas VSX reports a 193.7000 d period and classified the star as a detached EB (ESD). The bRing light curve does not indicate evidence of an eclipsing system. The period is more indicative of a δ Scuti, and multiple modes appear in the periodogram. Its spectral type (A5IV) and CMD position (from Figure 4) agree with a δ Scuti classification. Therefore, this star should be relabelled as a candidate δ Scuti.
New Variables
In Table 8 , we list 25 stars that had no known previously published periodicity or classification. A suggested classification was based on the period of the activity, the shape of the light curve, and the spectral type of the star.
The stars HD 103285, HD 73141, and HD 99757 were classified as SPB variables based on their periods and locations in Figure 4 . The star HD 76566 (IY Vel) was also observed by Lefèvre et al. (2009) , which also detected the 2.10650 d period. However, they left the SPB classification as uncertain; the SPB nature of this star is confirmed with the bRing data. Due to bRing's long baseline, it was possible to detect several long-period variables out to the Nyquist limit of the observations (typically around 266 d). The population of these variables is composed largely of K giants. For the stars in Table 8 , the survey was able to either provide newly measured periods or provide more precise values over VSX periods.
HD 143098: For the G5V star HD 143098, a 8.56567 d period was detected that is indicative of rotation. The star also shows enhanced chromospheric activity (logR'HK = -4.46, -4.59 Boro Saikia et al. 2018) and strong Li I absorption (EW(Li I λ6707 = 60 mÅ; Torres et al. 2006) . Combining this rotation period with the B-V color (0.686 ± 0.015) reported in Hipparcos (Perryman & ESA 1997), and the age-rotation calibration of Mamajek & Hillenbrand (2008) , we estimate a gy-rochronological age of HD 143098 of 0.6 Gyr. This is consistent with the other two indicators -both the Li absorption strength and the chromospheric activity are also very consistent with an age similar to that of the ∼0.6-0.8 Gyr-old Hyades (Soderblom 1990; Mamajek & Hillenbrand 2008 ). References-(1) Houk (1978) , (2) Houk (1982), (3) Houk & Cowley (1975) , (4) Cucchiaro et al. (1977) , (5) Keenan & McNeil (1989) , (7) Garrison et al. (1977) , (8) Torres et al. (2006) , (9) Levenhagen & Leister (2006) , (10) Sota et al. (2014) , (11) Gray et al. (2006) , (12) Levato et al. (1996) . a Rimoldini et al. (2012) (1978), (2) Houk (1982), (3) Houk & Cowley (1975) , (4) 
Irregular Variables
We also detected 17 irregular variables with the bRing photometry, which are listed in Table 9 . The table includes previously known irregular variables (Be stars, Mira variables) as well as stars whose bRing light curves showed evidence of variability, but for which no significant period could be converged on.
The majority of these irregular variables exhibited very short bright events (HD 3359, HD 68809, HD 69256, HD 72838, HD 91869, HD 127755, HD 128679, HD 205834) . These events were only a few hours in nature and could be degenerate with isolated stochastic events in the bRing data.
The light curve for HD 92063 shows three consecutive bumps in the brightness that extend as bright as 0.3 mag. The source of the bumps is likely due to the effects of the nova ASASSN-18fv (Nova Carina 2018, V906 Car) (Stanek et al. 2018) , situated only 128 away from HD 92063. ASASSN-18fv was alternatively classified as either a classical nova (Luckas 2018; Rabus & Prieto 2018) or a young stellar object that underwent a burst of accretion (Strader et al. 2018) . Given the proximity of the nova compared to the bRing pixel size, the light curve of HD 92063 is likely corrupted by ASASSN-18fv.
bRing also observed a few isolated dimming events in the stars HD 4229, HD 12440, HD 35324, and HD 222060; however, the events could not be verified as real, significant events due to their short duration and noisy characteristics. We also identified HD 36597, HD 51801, HD 139534, and HD 159468 as semi-regular variables in the bRing data.
HD 155806 (V1075 Sco) and HD 158864 (V830 Ara): V1075 Sco (O8V star classified as a Be in VSX) shows significant variability (amplitude of 0.05 mag) over the first 100 days of bRing data. After disappearing from the bRing data for about 100 more days, the star reappears as roughly constant. This is likely just a symptom of the irregularity exhibited by these stars. Since HD 155806 is not listed as a GCAS in any source, bRing simply classified this as an irregular star. V830 Ara showed several significant brightening events ( 0.2 mag) throughout the 500 days of observation. A representative period could not be converged on, so this was classified as irregular. References-(1) Houk (1978) , (2) Houk & Cowley (1975) , (3) Houk (1982), (4) Sota et al. (2014) .
In Mamajek et al. (2012) , the authors detected an unusually deep eclipsing event that took place over ∼50 d in the J1407 system; this light curve has been subsequently modelled as a circumplanetary ring system (van Werkhoven et al. 2014; Kenworthy & Mamajek 2015) . Follow-up observations and a study of the archival photometry have attempted to deduce the periodic nature of this event, but an additional event has yet to be confirmed (Mentel et al. 2018) . While searching for variables in the bRing data, evidence of such eclipses in other stars were also searched for. Unfortunately, no other eclipses of similar length or depth were detected.
CONCLUSION
The bRing survey of β Pictoris included nearly continuous photometric monitoring of 10,000+ bright variables in the southern sky Mellon et al. 2019a,b) . This paper reports on the variability of the bright (V 4-8 mag) stars observed during the bRing survey, and provides improved periods (and sometimes classifications) for many known variables, identifies new variables missed by previous surveys, and provides classifications for some VSX candidate variables. The light curves were also examined for any evidence of transits by circumstellar or circumplanetary dust disks or ring systems analogous to J1407 (V1400 Cen), but no such cases were observed.
Of the 16762 analyzed in this survey, 353 stars were detected as variable (80% were previously known and 20% were new detections or classifications). These stars were separated by variability into several tables where identifying information and the bRing periods and amplitudes were provided. We provided a brief discussion on the stars whose periods or classifications deviated from those established by the VSX catalog or other surveys. We also provided brief discussion on the newly detected variables and the stars that should be reclassified to better fit their period, light curve shape, and spectral type. bRing was able to measure the O'Connell effect in 18 of the contact binaries in this survey; only 2 of these had previously shown the asymmetry in their light curves. This survey also detected 18 irregular variables, which were briefly discussed. The results from this survey of the bRing time series photometry provides initial assessments of the variability parameters for bright southern stars, and may provide opportunities for further study to constrain the nature of these new and reclassified variable stars. 
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